Like the annual meetings of the Callaloo Conference, the Oxford celebration of Callaloo's 40th birthday reflected the collective visions of the native homelands of the presenters, who were born in and now live and work in such countries as the Netherlands, Ghana, Grenada, Surinam, South Africa, France, Greece, Nigeria, Jamaica, and the United Kingdom, as well as the United States. The collective cultural and aesthetic traditions that inform the fiction and poetry, respectively, of Karin Amatmoekrim (b. Surinam) of the Netherlands and that of Nick Makoha (b. Uganda) of the UK differed distinctively from that of such US American writers as Jacinda Townsend, Nathaniel Mackey, and Janice Harrington. And yet the voices and concerns of the scholars echoed each other. I am thinking of the presentations of Joan Anim-Addo (UK), Jean-Paul Rocchi (France), Mina Karavanta (Greece), Rizvana Bradley (USA), Marlon Ross (USA), and Robert Reid-Pharr (USA). I cannot imagine anyone present who has lived in the African Diaspora but did not understand or was not thoroughly informed, as well as challenged, by the provocative and seminal exchange between Anthony Bogues and John Akomfrah, who discussed Stuart Hall (1932-2014)-a Jamaican born cultural theorist, who lived most of his life in the UK, and therefore, an intellectual in the African Diaspora. If not before then certainly after Bogues and Akomfrah completed their conversation about Stuart Hall and his project, more than half of us, as intellectual academics, saw ourselves the subject, Stuart Hall, whose struggle was ours, and ours his. For such is the crisis of the Black intellectual in the Western world. Inevitably, she/he speaks for the people. As the materials gathered in this issue of Callaloo will suggest, it is the conversation between the Jamaican-American and the Black Brit of Ghanaian descent which established the tone and standard of the Oxford University Callaloo celebration, which was hosted by The Oxford Research Centre in the Humanities (TORCH).
Not only did the subject and spirit of the opening conversation/interview permeate the entire readings by the poets and fiction writers and the panel discussions on the past and future of Callaloo; the spirit of the keynote event also presided over the final event of Callaloo's 40th Anniversary celebration at Oxford: a formal dinner in The Hall, with its medieval exterior and interior which pays homage to a number of England's historic figures. This stately dining space for Pembroke College undergraduates was the location of our evening feast on British fare, followed by award presentations, excellent vocal music by Hermine Pinson and Carole Strong Thompson accompanied by Harris Simon and Robert (Bob) Reid, and a series of moving testimonies in celebration of Callaloo. And Carol Alexander had the final word, surprising us all. She was not on the program, and she had not been the recorder of the celebration's events. But she soon gave evidence that she had taken all of it and us in. The empath that she is had absorbed and digested all that had happened over the last three days-the conversations and presentations, the critical insights, the passion, the literature, art and beauty. For no more than five minutes, she summoned the spirits of the African Diaspora to help her spontaneously present an unwritten, unrehearsed dramatic performance of the conference and celebration experience. It left everyone in stunned, electrifying silence. Through her, the ancestors honored us with their presence and showered us with their blessings! As you will discover from the texts we have gathered here, the two celebrations of the 40th Anniversary of Callaloo marked the founding and first publication of the journal at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1976, as well as the continued publica-tion of Callaloo for forty years at other university sites. These two gatherings at New York University and Oxford University also reconfirmed the collective will and dedication of the Callaloo Conference group to continue to support Callaloo and its invaluable projects, which like the journal itself, have helped to make visible throughout the world the extraordinary literary and cultural work that is being created throughout the African Diaspora.
The 2016 New York and Oxford celebrations were indeed Ruby Jubilees! And here in this issue of Callaloo we offer you a partial record of some of their proceedings, which have those of us who attended still wondering "how we got over" in creating and developing Callaloo, the first comprehensive literary and cultural forum of the multi-language African Diaspora.
-
Charles Henry Rowell Editor & Founder of Callaloo
In Twi, the dominant language of the Akan people in Ghana, the mythic Sankofa bird evokes the following or similar words: se wo were fi na wosan kofa a yenki. Variously translated from Twi into English by different linguists, these words mean "go back and get," "go back to the past and bring forward that which is useful," or "it is not taboo to go back and fetch what you forgot." We should remember that many of us in the USA are descendants of the Akan people of West Africa; many of our ancestors, who were captured in Ivory Coast [Côte d'Ivoire] and in Ghana, continued, as much as they were allowed, practices associated with the Sankofa. To honor the ancestors, as we mark these forty years of the publication of the quarterly journal Callaloo and the work of its allied projects, we want to remember this ancestral communicator, mythic Sankofa, and all it signals for us in the African Diaspora as a rereading of our past and all it offers for us going forward. Here at Oxford University we want-during this celebration of Callaloo's forty years and the future memory they offer us-to contemplate the Sankofa as a reminder of our need of a directionscore that recognizes Callaloo's past and what we might gather from it that will help direct us, as we continue to serve the African Diaspora into a future with infinite possibilities.
-CHR
